Electrical

Festoon Lights / Inspection Lights

Festoon Light Set

Low Energy Festoon Lights

A festoon light set on a 22 metre arctic cable supplied with
10 bulbs (110V). Each bulb is protected by a lightweight yellow
polycarbonate plastic cage. These festoon lights will provide
a very effective solution to illuminating a large area on site
just by hanging the lights in one room and to another across a
landing etc., there will be instant light in three locations without
shadows that can be caused by tripod lighting.
Contents:

22 metre Arctic cable
10 ES lamp holders 2m (6ft) apart
10 ‘Easy-clip’ polycarbonate bulb guards
10 Edison screw low energy bulbs
Approved 16 amp 110 volt plug.

83 %

GLS Festoon Lights
10 x 60W E27 GLS bulbs

Available in two
bulb type versions

LED Festoon Lights
10 x 10W LED E27 LED bulbs

110V

IP44

110V

FPPSLFESTOON
£61.78 Ex VAT £74.14 Inc VAT

Trailing Gripper Lamp

This gripper lamp features a 50mm wide clamp for clamping to joists,
beams, under vehicle bonnets or in lofts. With strong hand grips,
a useful hanging hook for easy storage and a protective wire cage
around the bulb. Available in 240 volt or 110 volt versions and both
are supplied with a 5 metre cable, approved plug and includes a low
energy light bulb.

5M

Energy Saving approximately,
compared to standard GLS bulbs.

FPPSLFESTLED
£91.53 Ex VAT £109.84 Inc VAT

Plastic Inspection Lamp

A plastic inspection lamp with an integral handle and
hanging hook. Edison screw lamp holder takes a
bulb of max 60W. (not included). Complete with
3 metres of 0.75mm cable and plug.

3M

CABLE

CABLE

IP20

50mm opening

IP20
240V

FPPSLGRIPLE
£23.39 Ex VAT £28.07 Inc VAT

110V

FPPSLGRIPLEL
£23.39 Ex VAT £28.07 Inc VAT

240V

FPPSLLAMP
£11.58 Ex VAT £13.90 Inc VAT

Note: The products on this page are subject to the WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment) directive.
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